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RAT GREASE 
WWW.RATGREASE.WORKS 

 
What does it do? 
Rat Grease 1) repels rodents from the treated surface and 2) makes rodents easier to bait and trap. Also effective for mice, squirrels, 
opossums, skunks, racoons, and other small animals. 
 
What is it? 
RAT GREASE is a simple mineral oil-based gel and contact irritant. Contact with Rat Grease causes an intense burning sensation to 
the rodents’ eyes, mouth, skin, and genitalia. It is intended to be used in combination with existing population control methods: 
baits, snap traps, glue boards, etc. Rat Grease is clear in color and odorless. It is not a poison, and not a rodenticide. Rat Grease will 
not attract rodents. 
 
Note: On humans the burning sensation is similar to contact with the juice of a jalapeno pepper, starts to subside within 20 minutes, 
and is completely gone in about one hour. The effect on rodents is more intense and long-lasting, but has never been measured. 
 
How does it work? 

 Apply to areas and surfaces where rodents are likely to brush against or walk into or walk through the gel.  
 Physical contact delivers an intense burning sensation to the mouth, skin, eyes, and genitalia. 
 While suffering from the intense burning sensation, rodents are pre-occupied with finding pain relief in addition to water 

and food.   
 Pre-occupation with pain relief makes rats less careful (less neophobic, less trap-shy) and, … easier to bait and trap. 

 
Rat Grease is useful in: 

• Residential housing, industrial facilities, & manufacturing sites 
• Storage facilities, garages, & warehouses 
• Automobiles, boats, ships, marine equipment, farm equipment, construction equipment, etc. 
• Electric, telephone, & cable connections 
• Conduit, housings, and junction boxes 

 
Product Features: 

 A simple, mineral oil-based gel that delivers an intense burning sensation to rats and other rodents. 
 Temperature and water resistant. (Flash Point > 392 F; Boiling Point > 572 F). 
 All natural, eco-friendly, “green”, suitable for LEED certified buildings. RAT GREASE is not a glue: it will not snare, catch or 

entangle small animals. 
 After the intense burning sensation on the rodents' mouth, skin, eyes, and reproductive organs wears off, they return 

unharmed to their normal behavioral patterns.  
 Population control jobs will finish sooner, decreasing the chance that non-targeted wildlife to be harmed by baits and traps.  
 Does not attract rodents. 
 Can be applied to indoor and outdoor surfaces, including but not limited to wood, metal, plastic, ceramic tile, brick, 

cinderblock, and cement.  
 Can be used in exterior stations and in burrows: temperature resistant, water repellent. 
 Can be applied to vertical surfaces as well as horizontal.  
 A NON-TOXIC IRRITANT THAT CAN ENHANCE OTHER PEST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. IDEAL FOR IPM PROGRAMS.  
 Dielectric – safe for use on electrical, cable, and telephone systems. Can be applied to electrical & coaxial junction boxes, 

wiring, soda lines, PVC pipes, plastic plumbing connections, and other expensive-to-repair items. 
 A lubricating grease – safe for moving metal parts. Can be applied to automobiles, marine vessels, farm equipment, and 

industrial machinery. 
 Available sizes: 10 fl oz re-sealable squeeze tubes, 1 gallon pails with carrying handles. 
 RAT GREASE can remain effective for up to 18 months. It won’t harden, freeze, evaporate, or dissolve (Flash Point > 392 F; 

Boiling Point > 572 F).  
 Cleans up with soap & water, a sponge or rag, and a scraper. 
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Application Instructions 
 Apply to harborages, pathways, entry points, areas, and surfaces where rodents travel, nest, occupy, or congregate. 
 Apply with a paint brush or directly from the tube/bottle.  
 Do not rub or buff the grease. Leave a visible coat between 0.25 to 0.75 inches thick, depending on irritation level desired. 

 
Application Frequency 
An application of Rat Grease should last several weeks. “Touch up” applications may be necessary in high traffic areas, because the 
gel sticks to fur and is carried away by the rodents. So certain areas may need a periodic reapplication. 
 
IMPORTANT: Rat Grease is intended to cause a short-term increase in rodent activity. 
An increase in “careless” movement is what makes rodents easier to bait and trap. The burning sensation caused by contact with Rat 
Grease make rodents less trap-shy, less careful, and easier to trap. The end-user of Rat Grease will fill up traps much quicker. The 
end-user should consider deploying more than the usual number of baits and traps. 
 
Because of the short-term increased activity, Rat Grease is not recommended for restaurants or retail establishments that must 
remain open to the public during the first 48 hours of Rat Grease use. 
 
IMPORTANT: A long-lasting application requires a non-porous surface 
A long-lasting and easy to clean application requires a non-porous surface. Clean up is easier if the application surface is portable 
and disposable, such as a PVC pipe, plastic lid, single ceramic tile, shipping tape, etc. If you must make your own non-porous surface, 
structural engineers recommend 

1. Wipe surface clean with a cloth and Isopropyl, let dry; 
2. Apply a coat of silicone or acrylic finish, let dry.  

This step may be skipped if application surface is already non-porous, such as linoleum, vinyl, ceramic tile, stainless steel, a sealed 
floor, etc.  
 
IMPORTANT: Due to naturally occurring “oil bleed”, Rat Grease is NOT recommended for use over awnings, 
wooden decks, or exterior walls. 
RAT GREASE will not melt from high heat (drip point is > 392 F), BUT over time a small amount of oil will naturally “bleed” from the 
thickener that holds any oil-based gel together. Causes of “oil bleed” are exposure to a combination of dust, vibrations, gravity, and 
moisture. A small amount of “oil bleed” is normal for almost all oil-based lubricant products. If necessary, wipe up the small amount 
of “bleed” with a paper towel. Otherwise, run-off from rain may create an oil stain on whatever is below, such as a building’s 
exterior wall, a window awning, wooden decking, etc. 
 
Safety Precautions 

 Rat Grease is similar in Scoville Units (the measure of “spicy heat” chili pepper pungency) to medium-strength chili pepper 
oil.  

 May cause eye irritation. Best to wear safety glasses and gloves when handling.   
 Avoid eye, skin, and clothing contact.  
 Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling.  
 Keep out of reach of small children. 

 
Ordering and Contact Info 
Order online at www.ratgrease.works. Current sales sheets, price lists, and SDS sheets are available on the website. 
Sergeants 3 LLC 
Ph: 888-233-0122 
Email: Info@ratgrease.works or ratgreaseworks@gmail.com.  
  


